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March 23, 2023

HB-907 Public Safety - Out-of-Service Elevators - Repair Contract

SPONSOR: Delegate Courtney Watson

POSITION: Favorable

Good afternoon, Chair Griffith, Vice Chair Klausmeier, and members of the Finance Committee,
thank you for allowing me to present House Bill 907.

HB-907 is a consumer protection bill regarding residential properties being able to bypass their
contract for the health and safety of residents over the age of 60 or for residents living with
disabilities. The intent of this bill is to prioritize the health of some of our most disadvantaged
communities.

This bill originated as a concern from a constituent because their elevator was out-of-order for
weeks, but for others this issue can last months. When contacted about this issue, the property
stated that while they would like to get the replacement part as soon as possible, it would require
them to break their contract with the elevator contractor. This process can be costly. In other
cases, the problem is not widespread, and therefore does not prompt enough concern for the
complex to break their contract. However, this is a problem, regardless of whether every resident
is affected, or only a few residents.

In this situation, senior citizens and those living with disabilities are left with no other option
than to rely on family members or friends to purchase their groceries, to assist them in going up
and down the stairs for necessary appointments, and to perform menial day to day functions
because they did not have a reliable means of moving throughout their building. In other cases,
residents are left on their own - with some missing doctors appointments to the detriment of their
own health. For individuals living with multiple sclerosis, parkinsons, arthritis, or a number of
other health complications, this can be costly.

You all have read testimony submitted by residents experiencing this problem and I urge this
committee to request a favorable report on HB907. I will be happy to answer any questions the
committee may have.

Delegate Courtney Watson 
Howard County District 9B
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The Maryland Developmental Disabilities Coalition (DD Coalition) is comprised of five 
statewide organizations that are committed to improving the opportunities and outcomes for 
Marylanders with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD).  
 
We support HB 907 as it will allow a landlord or landlord’s agent to enter into a contract with a 
licensed elevator contractor, other than the one with whom the landlord currently has a 
contract, without penalty if a disabled tenant or a tenant who is at least 60 years old resides 
in the landlord’s multidwelling building and the elevator is not working.  The right to hire a new 
elevator contractor without penalty applies if the new contractor can fix the elevator sooner 
than the existing contractor. 
 
Elevators are lifelines for people with disabilities who cannot use the stairs due to mobility 
issues or use of a wheelchair.  While an elevator is broken, disabled peple are confined to their 
living units, unable to go out to get food, go to work or volunteer, see their family or friends, or 
worship as they choose.  Often, particularly if they live on a higher floor, no one is able to get 
to the disabled person to bring them needed medication or food.  People with disabilities 
should not be involuntarily confined in their living units because an elevator contractor is 
unwilling or unable to come out to the building and repair the elevator with all deliberate 
speed.  Rather, the landlord should be able to find a different repair contractor to handle the 
repair without fear of legal or financial consequences. 
 
The Developmental Disabilities Coaliton supports HB 907, so that people with disabilities who 
depend on working elevators have the greatest opportunity for ongoing access to and from 
their homes. 
 
Contact: Laura Howell, Executive Director, Maryland Association of Community Services, 
lhowell@macsonline.org. 
 


